For those of you who have experienced a significant loss, or worked with a colleague who has, hearing encouragements to wellness can feel like an unattainable burden. Being invited to “get away” for our optimal well-being, we’ve all seen the glossy magazine pictures of smiling, vibrant faces situated at dazzling, exotic retreat locales. Doing well in such a setting seems both inspiring and effortless, leaving the impression that with such opportunities we could finally reach a place of wholeness. If wellness means easygoing lifestyle choices which continuously yield blissful experiences and peak productivity, then it’s hard to see how the experience of grief relates to such an ideal.

Grief can challenge our efforts at consistency, diminish our energy for doing things and overwhelm our experiences with difficult feelings. It seems miles away from popular images of wellness. And yet, grief is a natural part of the human journey and has been from our earliest beginnings. Because we care deeply for the people around us, grief is the form which love takes when we lose someone significant in our lives. Is there a way to reconcile grief and wellness by enlarging our sense of what it means to be well so that it takes account of the grief experience? It would surely mean that wellness is less about striving for happiness and wholeness and more about finding good ways to bear the feelings of sadness and incompleteness after a loss.

In order to enlarge our understanding of wellness and make it more humanly realistic,
The work of Montgomery Hospice professionals reaches deep into our community. Many do not realize that our physicians, nurses, social workers, chaplains and hospice aides drive throughout the county to care for patients in houses, assisted living facilities and nursing homes. The Montgomery Hospice Center for Learning holds regular educational events and conferences for professionals in public spaces throughout the county. Our bereavement counselors also travel, providing workshops and grief support groups in a variety of locations.

As part of their work in the community, our bereavement counselors share their professional expertise with companies, congregations, government and civic organizations in Montgomery County. While continuing to prioritize our support for Montgomery Hospice families, we recently held a “Time to Remember” ceremony for the staff of a local restaurant who lost a coworker to an unexpected accident. We educated lawyers and staff members from an estate law firm about grief to help them better support their clients. We presented Grief 101 to the Montgomery County Register of Wills office staff because they regularly assist family members after a loss. We spoke on The Healing Journey of Grief at a local retirement community, and presented topics such as Ethical Legacies, Coping with the Stresses of Life, and Children and Grief to other organizations.

As always, we hope to educate all of you who read Hospice Matters, including those who live in Montgomery County and beyond. In this issue, we provide thoughts and advice for people in the workforce who are grieving, and best practice suggestions for their employers. In addition, we share a personal essay from a staff member describing her experiences doing the work of parenting after losing family members.

Being a good neighbor in the community is important to us. We are grateful to the many people who donate to Montgomery Hospice. You make it possible for us to go out into the community to care for patients and families, and to share our expertise with so many others.

Ann Mitchell
President & CEO

From Ann’s Office
Outreach to Community

Grieve and Stay Well  cont. from page 1

we might recognize the importance of “vital coping.” Such an idea would include the many ways we find our bearings and take care of ourselves after a loss. To fill out this idea, consider some of the following elements. When Montgomery Hospice bereavement counselors are talking with individuals who have recently experienced a loss, one of the early questions they often ask is about that person’s eating and sleeping. These are two of the most frequently interrupted parts of someone’s life at such a time and an important focus for coping. Another place of change is often a grieving person’s energy level, which can be diminished during grief, and requires that a person find helpful ways of getting rest and managing reduced energy. Recognizing that we carry our grief in our bodies, it is important to attend to the kinds of self-care and exercise a grieving person is considering. Far from being an additional burden on an already weary body, this kind of care can take many soothing and enlivening forms: getting a massage, going for a gentle walk, taking a yoga class, meeting friends around a hobby, and on and on.

Another element of vital coping is finding the appropriate rhythm for social involvement. Grieving individuals need to find their balance between going and doing and being with others, on the one hand, and allowing for low-key times just to themselves, on the other. This will be different for each person, and may change for someone over time, but it is an important part of coping with social connections while grieving. In addition, vital coping involves sorting out the meanings of a life after a loss. When a loved one dies, a person’s assumed world is abruptly challenged and changed, as one person shared after the long-term care and death of her mother, “I’ve thought of myself as my mother’s daughter and caregiver for a long time, so who am I going to be now?” Such questions revolving around the meaning of a loss and how one adapts to a changed world are intimate, often intense, and subtly important. Taking time to allow these questions to be sorted out is essential.

Although each person’s grief reactions are different, all these elements of vital coping help to enrich our sense of what well-being might mean by including the ways we deal with our losses. Given the importance of such coping, what are the implications for
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the places we work and the co-workers around us? We all have experienced or will experience the loss of a loved one, so it is important to establish a workplace where attention to wellness includes supportive measures which allow for “vital coping.” Since the 2003 study, Grief Index: The ‘Hidden’ Annual Costs of Grief in America’s Workplace, there has been increasing recognition of the ways in which grief can affect the workplace, from higher absences to mistakes on the job to decreased energy and focus. It would serve both individuals and companies well to offer a supportive work environment where grieving persons are compassionately upheld as part of a larger emphasis on wellness.

Wellness is less about striving for happiness and wholeness and more about coping with what life brings us, more about finding good ways to bear the feelings of sadness and incompleteness after a loss.

I offer the following suggestions as possible ways to offer support, while recognizing that each company and individual will work out such measures in unique ways.

For grieving individuals and co-workers:

- After a loss, communicate with your supervisor about how public you want the loss to be. Because each person is different, some are comforted by the fact that all of their co-workers know, some tell only a few around them, and some prefer that as few as possible are aware.
- For co-workers, gently find out when and if the grieving person wants to talk about their grief. Be non-intrusive and willing to listen without judgment. Recognize that for some, it is enough just to be at work and have a “regular” day without talking about the loss.
- Another low key way to acknowledge a co-worker’s loss is to send a thoughtful card or make a donation in their loved one’s memory.
- Don’t overreact or create unnecessary attention if a grieving colleague has a tearful moment, even many months after the loss. Emotional triggers can come at any time and do not mean that something is wrong. Sometimes, it is best to offer a tissue with some kind words, such as “this must be a tender place for you,” or “take your time, I’ll be here,” or even “would you like to step away and take a break?”.
- Use your desk or workspace for pictures or mementos of loved ones. Those who grieve can often find comfort in small tokens of connection to their loved one and take comfort in sharing them with caring colleagues.
- For co-workers, make a note to remember those who have lost a loved one as time goes by, especially around big days such as holidays, anniversaries and birthdays.
- For those who grieve and those who care about them, be patient and gentle with yourself and others. Grief can be a lot of ups and downs, so be kind in the process.

For supervisors and companies:

- Provide for bereavement leave. Such a gesture signals that the company recognizes something significant has happened, and that it wants to help.
- Offer counseling support through resources provides by HR or the Employee Assistance Program or Peer Support meetings.
- Offer additional outside counseling, paid or unpaid, with referral lists of counselors and therapists.
- Create an employee leave bank where staff can donate extra hours to be used by grieving individuals when needed.
- Offer flex time to employees to work at home when they feel unable to match the typical office energy and challenges.
- If possible, reassign grieving employees away from certain projects or situations which might trigger grief episodes or complications.
- Allow for staff to take some time for getting out and walking during lunch or a break. Provide schedule flexibility during the day for staff who’d like to go to the gym.
- If possible provide an inviting space for reflective moments. Install an outside bench; plant a small garden; create a comfortable room away from the usual workspace.
- Communicate clearly with grieving persons about the supports available as well as the expectations. Work out a plan together for employee needs and return to work.
- Offer an annual ritual of remembrance for staff, allowing them to pause and acknowledge their losses from the past year.
- Schedule grief awareness education for managers, leadership and staff.

No one company or person will do all of this perfectly, but such policies and gestures provide a direction for innovative approaches to wellness in the workplace and beyond. Let’s move past the popular images of well-being in our society toward something more human and real, where grief and wellness go hand in hand.
mailings and checks up on caregivers who have lost a loved one, and they follow them 13 months after the death. One thing I loved about receiving these letters was that it made me feel like someone remembered.

Here’s another thought. As a mom of little ones, carrying on a meaningful conversation with another adult is already a challenge. So imagine having such intense feelings (of sadness, anger, love, regret), but not having the chance or the right time or a safe space to share them. Talking and sharing with others about your grief is often a needed part of the grieving process. With kids, however, there is barely any time (or energy) to reflect on your loss, let alone share your feelings with others.

**Grief comes in the car.**

Life gets busy with drop-offs, lunches, homework, and other mommy jobs, and you can often forget that you even lost someone you love. But then, for me, grief often comes in the car. I don’t get much time to myself and so sometimes when I’m driving and all the kids have snoozed off, my grief catches up with me. Life may be “okay” while you do the tedious task of parenting, but when it slows down and grief comes, take those moments to cry, to remember. And know that it’s okay.

**Grief can affect you more than you think.**

One thing that often surprises people about grief is that it can take many shapes and sizes (and it is all still very normal!) Some people get sick more often. Some get more forgetful. Some get super angry. Some have dreams of their loved ones. Some question God. Grief can cause physical, emotional, and spiritual responses, and is no figment of your imagination! A loss changes schedules, experiences, holidays. And so you may very well start acting differently. If you mess up more often, give yourself grace. If you blow up at your kids more often, ask for forgiveness. And find ways to be kind to yourself as you slowly take time to find your new “normal.”

**Tears need not be hidden.**

We can keep our kids at least partially in the loop when the tears come. During the times following the death of my grandma and my dad, there were surely days of tears. Friends are not always nearby when you’re washing dishes, but I believe our children are God-given for all sorts of reasons, including to get us a tissue or to give a snuggle and a hug when the moments get rough. At the ages of three and five, two of my kids have already experienced two losses. As I grieve, they often walk very appropriately beside me, quite aware that life is different. When I share my tears, they unabashedly ask, “Do you miss your dad?” And for me, it’s nice to have someone remember.

**Involve your kids in remembering.**

I know many people question how much they should talk to their children about the death of a loved one. If we talk about birth though, I find it just as appropriate to talk about death. Isn’t it a normal part of life? And isn’t grief also such a normal reaction? With each loss I have experienced, it helps me to involve my children in remembering. On the first anniversary of my dad’s death, all my kids and their cousins went out to pick dandelions to surround my dad’s gravestone. To this day, when they see a bright yellow dandelion, my children pick them like fresh flowers and will bring them to me. It warms my heart and makes me remember.

“Did you know that when Goong Goong (my dad) was sick, he had a hard time breathing, but he still wanted to read to you Playground Problem? He loved you so much.” I love to remind my kids about Dad, my grandma and my grandpa, because in sharing with them, it helps me in my healing.

If you have lost beloved children, friends, parents, grandparents, and spouses while still having to care for the rest of your family, be mindful of the stress you have experienced. Give yourself grace. And in time, we all hope for healing to happen.
Reflections by Montgomery Hospice Staff Members

Returning to work after the death of a friend or loved one can be challenging or, for some, a positive step towards healing. Each individual’s experience is different. Below, some Montgomery Hospice employees reflect on what they found helpful when they returned to the workplace after a loss, and share things that they did to help themselves through the grieving process.

Marlene Bradford is the leader of the philanthropy team for Montgomery Hospice. Maude Harrison-Hudson is a professional grief counselor. Isabel Tom coordinates professional end-of-life education through the Montgomery Hospice Center for Learning.

What was helpful to you when you returned to work after the death of your loved one?

Marlene
I appreciated the flexibility to come and go, to be allowed to step away from my desk when everything felt like too much, and to work from home sometimes.

Maude
I was grateful to come back to an environment where my coworkers were sensitive, kind and warm, and understanding. They knew I was grieving and were patient and gentle with me. I had the opportunity to be patient and gentle with myself. I knew I couldn’t jump back into things at the same pace that I had before.

Isabel
To me, I found that coming back to work, focusing on something else, was helpful. I told my coworkers and my supervisor what had happened so that they were aware of my situation and understood if I wasn’t as productive. Knowing that grief can hit hard at certain times, I took a day off on the anniversary of the death.

What things were difficult or not helpful when you returned to work?

Maude
Some people made assumptions about what I was feeling. They didn’t know that everyone is different and unique in their grief. So some would express surprise that I was back at work and make comments like, “I don’t know how you can be here.” That wasn’t helpful. They weren’t meaning to be unkind but didn’t understand that imagining how they would feel might not reflect what I was experiencing.

Isabel
A difficult thing for me were the triggers. There were words or images or smells that would trigger my grief, send me back into pain. Some triggers I knew about and tried to prepare for. Others took me completely by surprise.

Maude
It is important to be aware of what is going to cause your emotions to escalate. There will be times when something reminds you of your loved one’s illness or death. Certain things will cause difficult memories, feelings and emotions to resurface just as if the situation had just occurred. We find ourselves feeling the sadness, despair, disappointment, anger at the disease, anger at God, all over again. Those feelings can be as intense as when you first felt them. The good news is that, with time, the intensity of grief softens and the intensity of those triggers soften.

What kinds of things did you do for yourself as you navigated the grief process?

Isabel
It was just hard. There were times when I thought I would be able to deal with certain meetings, certain situations, but couldn’t. I learned more about myself and what I could handle and not handle. Sometimes being in the workplace was easier than being at home. I found that when I worked on my grief and essentially got all my crying done at home (and took time to mourn, remember, write and reminisce), I was less likely to be triggered in the workplace. So that’s what I did—faced the grief at home, forced myself to think about it.

I also drank a lot of water and made sure to exercise.
Marlene
I made myself a priority. I gave myself as much value as I bring for my job. I allowed myself to be vulnerable in the presence of trusted colleagues. And I found comfort in being available to listen to others who were dealing with something difficult.

At work I would step away at times; go for a brief walk, leave the office, or read something inspiring.

For me, spirituality is grounding; it puts things in perspective and is the cornerstone of my life. Spirituality can be an anchor in the midst of an emotional storm.

Maude
I talk a lot about “self-care” in my professional work, and I engage in self-care practices for myself. My personal self-care tool box includes prayer, meditation, exercise, reading, acupuncture, massage, and making sure to get enough sleep. I also practice gratitude.

While grieving at work, I would often take a break, go for a walk and focus on eating healthy.

With grief, each day is different. Don’t expect that because today is good, tomorrow will be too. Grief is up and down, like a roller coaster. Not a straight line. Can’t always control it. Need to tend to grief so that it doesn’t come out in negative ways.

What did co-workers do that was helpful?

Marlene
• Listened.
• Kept appropriate boundaries.
• Cried. Laughed. Hugged.
• Sent me unexpected emails and made unscheduled visits.
• Provided the gift of silence.

Isabel
My co-workers remembered, sent me notes, talked to me about my loved one. People who knew about my loss, what I was going through, were sensitive to what I needed and would back me up.

Maude
It was helpful and appreciated that a number of people came to the memorial service. I received unexpected overtures of compassion.

What can organizations do to be helpful in supporting their staff members?

Isabel
Organizations need paid bereavement leave. Supervisors should check in with a grieving staff member to see how they are doing, discuss creative solutions for getting work tasks done, and not add pressure by enforcing tight deadlines. They should educate themselves about grief, and know that it isn’t something that people just “get over.”

Marlene
Organizations should provide bereavement leave, and also provide work flexibility and the opportunity for their staff to adjust work hours. Organizations can provide employee assistance programs or other counseling support—and send gentle reminders that this is available. Employers should not judge their staff, or compare how one staff member’s grief compares to others. It is helpful if an employer remove all assumptions and expectations, and recognize that grief is unique.
Sometimes individuals and families face challenges that require immediate answers. During this time, with the general uncertainty surrounding health care, and the specific uncertainty surrounding Medicaid and government programs, everyone is trying to figure out the best path forward. Personally, you may find yourself asking: Can I provide an inheritance for my children and others who need me? Can I protect my spouse, children or disabled family members, if I am here, but unable to work?

The attorneys at Profit Law Firm, LLC are trained and prepared to listen to your concerns. We hear your issues and can assist with finding answers and crafting solutions in difficult times.

We offer estate planning services and elder law services that can make it easier to assist family members, who may need assistance with daily living or even crisis Medicaid planning. We can provide an easier bridge for elderly parents or physically challenged individuals, so that they can transition between financial independence and financial help with dignity.

As you face these financial and health challenges, we are a phone call away. Our attorneys provide living wills, revocable trusts, special needs trusts, advance directives, financial and healthcare powers of attorney, legal guardianships, probate and tax planning for businesses and wealthy estates. All of these services are available at our convenient, Metro accessible locations in Washington, DC, Chevy Chase, MD and Greenbelt, Maryland.

Profit Law Firm is honored to assist Montgomery Hospice in accomplishing its mission. We hope to help the community, and we value Montgomery Hospice as a partner in doing so. As attorneys, we are personally dedicated to legacy planning and we are dedicated to supporting you and your loved ones as you navigate through obstacles.

Please visit our website at www.profitlawfirm.com or reach out to us at 301 882 3670, if you would like to speak with someone.

Hines-Rinaldi Funeral Home has been serving families in the Silver Spring area since 1873. You can find comfort in the knowledge that other families have embraced us and our reputation for excellence in customer service for generations.

We realize the importance of everyone’s personal wishes and traditions, and will work with you to create the funeral experience you want for yourself or for your loved one. Our funeral arrangers are compassionate professionals who will listen to what you have to say and will take pride in making sure each and every detail is handled with care for you and your family.

Finally, we believe you’ll find our recently renovated funeral home facility to be beautiful, spacious and easy to access. From our 150-seat chapel to our more intimate family rooms, our facility was designed with your family’s comfort and convenience in mind.

Visit us at www.hinesrinaldifuneralhome.com
Right at Home
As the owner of one of 400 global franchises of Right at Home, Lewis Myers has a personal connection with the goals of hospice and providing the option for people to stay in their home at end of life. His grandfather spent the last several weeks of his life with his medical team attempting to prolong his life. Although his grandfather told Lew, “I’ve had a good life. It’s time for me to go,” there was no hospice benefit available and home care had not yet reached his locale. Instead of being able to honor his grandfather’s wishes, the primary physician insisted on transferring his grandfather to a skilled nursing facility. He died a day later.

A vast majority of Americans report that they would like to die at home, and yet over three-quarters die in a hospital or a nursing home. Hospice allows people the choice of where they die, including in the comfort of their home. We at Right at Home believe strongly in this choice, and we want to help spread this message to the community. We support Montgomery Hospice in its commitment to this mission each and every day. Our RightCare philosophy, that we are the right people, doing the right things, the right way, for the right reason, makes us the perfect partners with Montgomery Hospice.

For Right at Home, becoming a corporate sponsor of Montgomery Hospice was an easy decision. Montgomery Hospice has a commitment to helping people through the dying process, providing for the physical, spiritual and emotional needs of patients and their families. As a home care and assistance company, Right at Home is proud to work with Montgomery Hospice as partners assisting and guiding people on their individual journeys. We are dedicated to ensuring that our team of caregivers is trained in the hospice philosophy to provide all aspects of care needed when families are on this important journey.

Visit us at www.rightathome.net

Sandy Spring Bank
Sandy Spring Bank is the largest, locally-headquartered community bank in the Greater Washington region. The bank serves more than 100,000 individuals and families and 20,000 businesses that are the lifeblood of our communities, creating jobs and fueling the local economy. Through a comprehensive set of sophisticated products and services, Sandy Spring Bank is well positioned to meet its clients’ needs at every stage of life. Sandy Spring Bank offers a broad range of commercial banking, retail banking, mortgage, insurance, wealth and trust services throughout Maryland, Northern Virginia and Washington, D.C.

This has been a milestone year for the bank, as 2018 marks the company’s 150th anniversary. The bank was founded shortly after the end of the Civil War by a group of local business and townspeople who saw a need for a community bank where they could place their trust—a bank that would serve the interests of its people. One hundred and fifty years later, Sandy Spring Bank remains committed to the values that have shaped who it is today. It is not about deals and transactions but rather lifelong interactions that make a difference in the lives of its clients, employees and communities.

To learn more about Sandy Spring Bank, visit www.SandySpringBank.com

Thanks also to our other corporate partners whose logos appear below.
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Community Partners

We are grateful to our Community Partners who have supported Montgomery Hospice with a gift of $250 or more between February 1, 2018 and August 31, 2018.

businesses
Adventist HealthCare
Aqua Dam, Inc.
Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
Atlantic Trust
Basispath Inc.
Beveridge & Diamond, P.C.
Bronfman E. L. Rothschild, LP
Clark Construction Group, LLC
The Colony Group
Consolidated Insurance Center, Inc.
Environmental Management Services, Inc.
Family & Nursing Care
Genesis Administrative Services, LLC
Goodman-Gable-Gould/Adjusters International
Grady Management, Inc.
Herbolgy
Hines Conceptual Construction
Hines-Rinaldi Funeral Home, LLC
Joseph Gawler’s Sons, LLC
Lerch, Early & Brewer, Child.
M&T Bank
Master Print, Inc.
Medline Industries, Inc.
Midwest Hematology-Oncology Consultants, Inc.
Nielsen Entertainment
Olney Pediatrics
Oppenheimer & Co. Inc.
Right at Home
Sagel Bloomfield Danzansky Goldberg Funeral Care, Inc.
Sandy Spring Bank
Soltesz
StonebridgeCarras
Village Settlements, Inc.
Visiting Angels
foundations
AmazonSmile Foundation
Arity Club of Washington Charity Foundation, Inc.
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
Eugene B. Casey Foundation
William E. Cross Foundation, Inc.
The Lois & Richard England Family Foundation
Montgomery Hospice also received a donation from the following estates:
Barry Karlin Estate
Helen K. Biggs Estate

Circle of Light Society

The Circle of Light Society recognizes individuals and families who have included Montgomery Hospice in their estate plans through a bequest, trust, insurance policy or other estate-planning vehicle. Individuals interested in joining the Circle of Light Society should contact Marlene Bradford, Vice President of Philanthropy, at 301 637 1874.

Anonimous
Corryn Alvarez
Lystra Baird
John Bayerl
Thomas H. Blankenship
Alicia Brown
Karen H. Clough
Marjorie D. Fuller
Dr. Thomas H. Goodridge
Patricia Hampton
Barry R. Meil
Debrah W. Miller
Larry K. Pusey
Mildred Rosin
Norman Salenger
Karen P. Schaeffer
Barry R. Meil
Monika Simmons
Elizabeth K. Wespburger
Annette Wolfe

Supporting Montgomery Hospice Through Workplace Giving Campaigns and Employer Matching Gifts

Federal and Military Retirees Can Now Make Monthly Gifts Through the CFC

Many Montgomery Hospice supporters find payroll deductions to be a convenient way to make donations throughout the year. As a member of Community First – America’s Charities of Greater Washington D.C., we participate in the Combined Federal Campaign (#85936), the Maryland Charity Campaign, the Montgomery County Employee Giving Campaign and other public and private workplace giving programs.

The Combined Federal Campaign underwent many changes last year. One important change impacts federal and military retirees. Previously, they could only make a one-time, annual contribution. Now, retirees can pledge donations that will be deducted from their pensions each month.

If you do not see Montgomery Hospice listed as an option in your employer’s giving campaign, you usually can designate our organization by following the campaign’s instructions on how to contribute to unlisted nonprofits. You may need to write in our name and address, found on the back of this newsletter. You may also consider sending your gift directly to us or donating through our website (montgomeryhospice.org/donate).

Your Employer May Double or Triple Your Gift

Whether you make a gift directly to Montgomery Hospice or through a workplace giving program, your employer may match your contribution, effectively doubling or tripling your gift! Ask your Human Resources department how to request a matching gift from your company.

On behalf of all those we serve, thank you for your donations to Montgomery Hospice!
In Memory of:

Bette T. Briscoe
Janis E. Brose
Diana K. Brose
Phillip F. Brown
Gloria F. Bruce
Rudy L. Burbridge
Ronald S. Buren
Beatrice R. Burke
Donna J. Burke
Rev. Dr. James S. Burns
Christine Lynn Bush
Tracey Butler’s sister
Clarence and Othella Butt
Thomas P. Callahan, Sr.
Herman Eisen
Janine Viegard Eisold
Gladys E. Ekmann
Barbara A. Elliott
Barry W. Emeneau
Dorothy C. Engel
Lois Hechinger English
William A. English
Joanne S. Engstrom
Steve Engstrom
Marilyn C. Erickson
Ruth P. Erk
Lucille L. Escoffier
Mary L. Eby
Gilda S. Evans
Margaret D. Evans
Edgar Fagan
Carolyn N. Fajnor
Ruth M. Faller
Elise H. Tanner
Peter Feldman
Sue Feldman
Rae Prucka
Juanita E. Fernandez
Sandy S. Ferris
Mary A. Firk
Robbin E. Field
Gloria Filocco
Ruth L. Finlay
Maxine Fineberg
Paula Fink
William F. Flanagan
Myla Fleming
Earl C. Flowers
Ronald R. Forster
Robert A. Foster, III
Clyde D. Frame
Robert M. Friesen
Herbert M. Friesen
Richard W. Froelich
Evon Finn Gardner
Roy H. Goetz Jr.
Robert Good
Gary L. Glagow
Sally H. Gell
Elizabeth Geslerich
Mary Gae Geesy
Carole B. Gerber
Robert H. Gerber
John M. Gibling
Ronald S. Gilbert
Miriam Ginsburg
Peter T. Galas, Sr.
Dr. Reinhard Glang
Monica Glaude
George L. Gleason
Hoke Glover
Bernice E. Goldberg
Edwin Goldberg
Natalie T. Goldberg
Marianne E. Goldstein
Richard M. Goldstein
Vetta Goldstein
Joseph B. Goodwin
Mieko K. Gordon
Ruth Gordon
Mark F. Gordon
Dr. James E. Graham
Evelyn L. Gramley
Dr. Lyle E. Gramley
Adam T. Grant
Elliot Grant
Mackey C. Garnham
Alexander J. Greene
Jayne L. Greene
Ronald Wesley Griffith
Alice Grochal
Shirley A. Grooms
Teresa Grosselli
Susan Grunewald
Robert W. Guillelliot
Margie B. Guttridge
Diane A. Gyi
Richard T. Haas
Bernice K. Habe
Dorothy M. Hackett
Karen Hagena
Kevin B. Hall
Phyllis Haltermann
Ted Hannah
Doris L. Hannawald
Bernice Marie Harry
Mary T. Hartman
Helen J. Harwood
Dolores C. Haschen
Diane H. Haven
Charlotte Landay Hayes
Claire L. Haynes
Warren H. Hayes
Doris F. Head
Barbara A. Healy
Joseph E. Hein
Faye J. Henderson
Marilyn J. Henderson
Joan A. Henley
Doris J. Herron
Kathleen ‘Kay’ Hicks
Patricia M. Hilmore
Moy Ho
Philip A. Holman, Jr.
Joan H. Hong
Claire S. Honig
Gail F. Howard
Florence Hornick
Evelyn A. Horowitz
Grace A. Hooker
Josephine Hossick
Anne E. Hoyle
Stefi C. Huber
Jean Hudgins
Courtney L. Hughes
Mark L. Hughes
Richard G. Hummerich
Edward J. Hurley
Barbara E. Hutchinson
Judith A. Inge
Lena Cooperman Isaacs
Larry R. Jackson
Marvin S. Jackson
Jerome B. Jacobs
John Jalisko
Dr. Darrell A. Jaques
Lorraine C. Jaques
Graece A. Jasper
John H. Jatuningsih
Robert W. Jernigan
Joseph J. Johnson
Regina M. Johnson
Tris Johnson
Thomas E. Jones
Helen Reese Jordan
Robert ‘Bear’ Joseph
Irving Kabik
Elizabeth E. Kangas
Wanda N. Kaplan
Leo G. Karpoff
Pearl H. Kass
Richard B. Kass
Dr. Arthur Kaufman
Marion J. Kavata
Mary S. Keegan
Sonya Kearney
Roy P. Kellman
Douglas Lee Kent
Michael Kenney
Carol Susan Kerr
George A. King
Isaac ‘Buster’ Kirk, Jr.
Jerome M. Kisch
Beatrice E. Kiser
Virginia H. Klauber
Huguette-Laure Knox
Norman L. Koch
Gitta Kohn
Arthur Korotkin
Daniel B. Kraft
Kathleen B. Krape
Joseph N. Kremonas
Lone Krongold
Tsutae Kuwabar
Martin McCargy
Barry Lake
Cora A. Lamb
William M. Lambie
Barbara A. Landis
Ann P. Lane
Joan H. Langston
Mary L. Langston
Dorothée K. Lear
Janet M. Leighby
Pat R. Leinwand
Susan J. Leszkiewicz
Bilk H. Leung
Luo C. Levin
Mildred P. Levin
Levy Elma Levy’s mother
David Preston Lewis
Theodore G. Lewis
Patrick D. Leventhal
Richard A. Lill
Steven Limparis
Gary M. Lindstrom
Elise Lipman
Wan Cheng Liu
Jane M. Lucas
Noreen K. Lucy
James E. Mack
David A. Mackey
Kristen Susan MacLeod
Margaret J. Madert
Harriet B. Magaha
John A. Mallard, Jr.
Joseph F. Maloney
Geri Manning
Carolyn Mantzouris
Stella A. Kramer
Michael S. Maran
Elizabeth M. Marathon
Margaret J. Martin
Marie Crutchfield Marino
The Honorable Marc L. Marks
Janis M. Mason
Helga H. Massa

Between February 1, 2018 and August 31, 2018, Montgomery Hospice received contributions in memory of or in honor of the following individuals. We are grateful for these generous gifts.

Memorial and Honorary Gifts

Jesse Abner
Maryam Aboshossein
Robert W. Acker
Alberdaro G. Aguillo
Boise Alberts
Ronald C. Albertson
Bill Allen
Stanley E. Allen
Joann M. Allison
Brian W. Ames
Theodore Andrews, M.D.
Elizabeth D. Andrews
Connie Applebaum
Melvin Appelbaum
Stephen Aparian
Ralph E. Architzel
Johnny Armstrong, Jr.
Betty Ash
Alfred J. Aspland
Anahid N. Ayrvandjian
Mary Jane Baciocco
William T. Backof
Alexandra Elwynsky
Millie Bahn
Betty L. Baker
Betty K. Berman
Vernon Wilbur Baker
Charles A. Baker
Patricia D. Baker
Raymond T. Ballinger, Jr.
Maria Louisa Barker
Edward J. Barnett
Alice N. Barnes
George Richard Barnes
Sara Barnes
Frances E. Barry
Helen J. Barry
William J. Barry
Norbert D. Bariha
Jean Beck
Luiz E. Beck
Evelyn L. Beck
Elodie Bedewi
Lauren Beller
Nancy Blitgen
Stuart J. Blottof
Melvin L. Blank
Patrice Doherty Blankenship
Richard Blankfeind
Linda Bliss
Nancy Blickenstorfer
Danny A. Boehr
Dennis M. Bogley
David Boil
Miguel E. Bonangelino
Richard Borstelmann
Philip J. Bosco
Goldie Bosin
Robert M. Bosley
Cynthia ‘Cindy’ L. Bowen
Betty A. Bowmann
Daniel J. Boyle, M.D.
Janet Alice Batton Braddock
Cortright K. Bradford
Dorothy Bradley
Howard J. Braun
Walter Braun
James J. Brennan
Robert A. Matheson
Paul J. Mathews
Philo Mathieu
Deane Maury
Max, Casey, and Sam
Loretta M. Mayes
Elizabeth McAlpin
Lillian L. McBride
Joy M. McCary
Patrick McCormack
Joseph A. McCoy
Theo McElven
Allyn S. McGinley
Leo F. McGinley
Sean McGinn
James H. McGinn
Mary P. McIntyre
Douglas B. McKay
James McKay, Jr.
Beth MccLach kenn's sister
William S. McNamara
Manilyn R. Meier
J. Joyce Meyer
Edith G. Miller
Jules Millman
Annette M. Miranda
Shirley A. Miller
Geraldine E. Miller
Joyce A. Pacheli
Dr. Charles M. Overbey
Helyn J. Orem
Olga Oreichka
Arlene Orechka
Sheila Ogsaury
Margaret A. O'Flanagan
John O'Brien
Isabel Nunez
David William Norris
Beulah S. Nielsen
Capt. Robert G. Nicol
Joan C. Nicol
Burton Newman
Isabel Nunez
Dr. James T. O'Brien, Jr.
John O'Brien
Margaret C. Flanagan
Sheila Ogsaury
Joan M. Olier
Sharon Olshin
Dr. Robert Olsberg
Arlene Orechwa
Olga Orechwa
Helyn J. Orem
Virginia 'Girnny' Elizabeth Osmond
Dr. Charles M. Overby
Joyce A. Pacheli
Malt Pande
Spiro Mistos Papagiorgi
Michael Paper
Joseph Pasternak
Helen Payne
Jacquelyn Pearlman
Virginia Pedone
Roseanne Penedo
Sherry Pepper-Roby
Alan B. Perlmeter
Lula W. Perry
Jacquelin Phillips
Pao C. Pien

Michael T. Platt
Lester Poretsky
Anthony P. Poto
Dr. Robert N. Potter
Alice G. Potts
Paula A. Prentiss
Sandra C. Preston
Donna J. Price
Donnita E. Pryzgocki
Edward L. Pyles
Grimalda Quispe
Dr. Evelyn G. Quigley
Alice C. Rafferty
Margaret I. Rafferty
Robert D. Raby
Johanna E. Rall
Balakrishnan Ramasamy
Isabel C. Rampoldi
Julia 'Sheila' Randall
Wynne V. Randolph
Vivian S. Raney
Raymond J. Rebol
William P. Rector
Menno A. Reed
Nancy A. Reeves
Julian Reitman
Mary Frances Rentz
Alice J. Rhodes
Ray L. Richards
Evelyn Riedel
Edith Teresa Ries
Paul S. Riggins
Sylvia Rinaldi
Jeffrey Robbins' mother and grandmother
Mary C. Roberts
Donna L. Rock
Donald J. Rodis, Jr.
James Ronan
Nancy L. Ross
James F. Rosborough
Carole R. Rosenthal
Nancy Lynn Roveri
William Francis Rowell, II
Raymond E. Ruf
Dorothy M. Rusher
Mary Jane Russ
Willard L. Russell
Howard J. Russel, Jr.
Theresa Saad
JoAnne Sarkaïda
Ellen K. Salamat
Estelle C. Salen
Norman Ronald Salen
Martin J. Salom
Maxine D. Sanders
Karen Sandler
Estelle C. Saroyan
Maxine Marion Saur
Barbara A. Schantz
Carol Anne Schantz
Betty Schlesinger
Elizabeth M. Schmidt
Valerie C. Schmidt
Rochelle Schneider
Petrus G. Schouten
James F. Schuler
Irene R. Schwarzkopf
Carol Blythe Murdock Scinto
Raymond L. Scott
Carla Seigler
Edna Mae Serchak
Robert S. Sery
Harry D. Seybert
Isabelle G. Shannon
Alfred Shapiro
Dr. Morris W. Shapiro
Marie G. Sharon

David Shell
Mary H. Shepard
Ishomel Shifflet
John B. Shumaker
Pauline 'Pat' Shweky
Suzanne Sibert
Gordon S. Siegel, M.D.
Mark Simon
Cathy L. Simon Simpson
Melvin B. Singer
Diana Skill's mother
Rudley M. Skinner
Carmelo Smillo
Dorothy A. Smith
Theodore K. Smith
Alice Soderstrom
Sheila C. Soldan
Tong K. Soo
Jeanne Spencer
Louis B. Spencer, Jr.
Jeanne Spivak's mother
Joyce Stringham
Elizabeth J. Steger
Katherine Stewart
Rev. Dr. W. Stewart
Carl F. Stover
Ellen Strauss
Isabel P. Strawderman
Gwendolyn Kaye Strike
Lucy Sturm
Thomas T. Sun
John C. Swagart, Jr.
Ksta Swecker
Don M. Sweener
Haruhiko Taima
Frank V. Tarkington
Nona J. Tashman
Thomas M. Thomas
Catherine Lourd Thompson
Dudley Thompson
Robert L. Tillkemeier
Winnie S. To
Grace E. Tooey
Thomas Murray Tooey
Natalie Y. Tortis
Loring H. Triplett, Jr.
Jeanne T. Truett
Edward L. Tucker
Howard J. Tucker
Melvin Ugel
Mary C. Unglesbee
Francis C. Ventre
Grace Viqueira
Sam G. Vita
Clara Voelker
Alice M. Von Sauder
Edward K. Wadding
Gail V. Wade
Helen 'Carol' Wagner
Beverly 'Bobbie' P. Walker
Eunice E. Walker
Nancy S. Walker
Vera Wallace
Elizabeth 'Betty' Walsh
Peter G. Walsh
Claude E. Walston
Dudley and Lillian Ward
James E. Wannamaker
Joseph M. Ward
William Edwin Weidenburgh
Mary Frances Weil
Anita Weinstein
Joan B. Weissleader
Nancy Cagley Whitney
Gail Williams
Herman L. Williams
Dr. Joy A. Williams
Florence G. Williams
Elizabeth I. Wilson
Donna Wink
Shirley S. Wolf
Stanley Wolf
Glen P. Wolfe
Patricia D. Baker
Elaine R. Wolfson
Manny Wolman
Warren W. Wood
Helen Elizabeth Woodtich
Donald Woodward
Bernard Wortman
Beatrice C. Wright
Frank 'Gene' Wright, Jr.
Helene M. Yankus
Clayton S. Yenner
Sam Ng Yick
William M. Yoffee
Sam D. Yuan
Beverly N. Zeidberg
Maria Theresa Zichy
Janice C. Zimmerman
Joseph R. Zimmerman
Robertta 'Bobbie' Zivkwy

In Honor of:

Jesse Abner
Betty Ash
Anahid A. Ayranjian
Patricia O. Baker
Mary Patricia Barnard
Edward J. Barnett
Bahram Beiramee
Cortwright K. Bradford's 90th Birthday
Kevin BYRNE
The Casey House Staff
Raymonde Corvington
Kerry C. Cross
Judy Davis and Richard A. Reister
Elizabeth M. Doyle
Constance M. Elliott
Ruth P. Erik
Ruth M. Fancher
Gary Fink
Dr. Reinhard Glang
Sylvia Greenberg
Richard T. Haas
Dorothy Hackett
Kevin B. Hall
Joseph E. Hein
Mary Herndon's Caregivers
Roland Hockenberg
Gail F. Holsum
Paul E. Hubak
Paulette Hurwitz
Dr. Darrell J. Jaques
Michael Kenney
Gilberta Beaulis Kerby
Dr. E. Kiser
Benjamin F. Kramer and Cindy Craven
Mitchell Krause
James T. Lambert
Joan H. Langston
Pete L. Leonard
John B. Mackey

Joseph F. Maloney
Carolyn Mantzouris
Elizabeth M. Marathon
Peter C. Mayer
Patrick McCormack
James H. McHugh
Anna S. Mease
Montgomery Hospice Volunteers
Cue V. Ngo
Cuong T. Nguyen
Helyn J. Orem
Francie and Ray Prack's 50th Anniversary
Gail B. N. Pereira
Dorothy E. Pryzgocki
Donald J. Rodis, Jr.
The Ruby Team
Millard L. Russ
Alfred Shapiro
Leah L. Sherer
Burton Kevin Shields
Margaret L. Silsy
Roland Siushansian
John M. Swagart,
Suzanne Swagart
Frank V. Tarkington
The Threshold Choir
Svetoslav K. Tintchev
Angela Totten
Peter G. Walsh
James A. Ward
William Edwa Weidenburgh
Stanley Herman Weisman
Karen Weisman
Donna Wink
Joseph R. Zimmerman
George J. Zitelman
Hospice Matters is a newsletter for family and friends of Montgomery Hospice, a non-profit organization serving residents of Montgomery County, Maryland who are bereaved or terminally ill.

**Bereavement Care:** free grief education for anyone who lives or works in Montgomery County

- **Winter Blues Workshop** November 28, 6:30-8:00 pm, 1355 Piccard Drive, Rockville
- **Discussion about Grief and Healing** December 5, 6:30-8:00 pm, 1355 Piccard Drive, Rockville
- **Winter Blues Workshop** December 10, 1:00-2:30 pm, 1355 Piccard Drive, Rockville
- **Discussion about Grief and Healing** January 3, 2019, 1:00-2:30 pm, 1355 Piccard Drive, Rockville

- **Afternoon Grief Support Group** January 15, 2019, each Tuesday, 1:30-3:00 pm for six weeks, Rockville
- **Evening Grief Support Group** January 16, 2019, each Wednesday 6:30-8:00 pm for six weeks, Rockville
- **Loss of a Child Support Group** January 16, 2019, each Wednesday, 6:30-8:00 pm for six weeks, Rockville
- **Parent Loss Support Group** January 17, 2019, each Thursday, 6:30-8:00 pm for six weeks, Silver Spring

**Volunteer Training**

March 15, 22 and 29 (2019), 9:00 am to 4:00 pm Rockville. Apply online.

**Honor and Remember People**

Tree of Lights, Brookside Gardens, Wheaton, Monday, November 19.

Visit [www.montgomeryhospice.org](http://www.montgomeryhospice.org) for updated calendar information.